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TOTAL QUESTIONS-15,                         TIME – 10 MINUTES,  MARKS –15 

 ENGLISH    

1. The synonym of “Inadvertent” is: 

(A)thoughtless   (B)unintentional  (C)insane  (D)unintelligent 

2. The antonym of “Eccentricity” is: 

(A)normalcy   (B)similarity   (C)equality  (D)clarity 

3. Choose the correctly spelt word out of the following words. 

(A)vacilate    (B)deliberete   (C)integration  (D)laibility 

4. Choose the wrongly spelt word out of the following words. 

(A)gulibility    (B)scintillating   (C)arduous  (D)adequate 

5. From the options given below, choose the one that sums up the meaning of the given idiom below. 

By putting two and two together 

(A)to mix several things    (B)to make an arithmetical calculation 

(C)to keep people in pairs    (D)to deduce from given facts 

6. From the options given below, choose the one that sums up the meaning of the given phrase below. 

Lack of civic-mindedness or patriotism 

(A)iconomachy   (B)incivism   (C)shag  (D)clergy 

7. Change the following sentence into indirect speech. 

“Please be patient and the letter will come”, said the teacher to the student. 

(A)The patient student was asked by the teacher to wait for the letter. 

(B)The teacher said that since the student was patient, the letter will come. 

(C)The teacher advised the student to be patient and wait for the letter. 

(D)The teacher asked the student to be patiently wait for the letter. 

8. Change the following sentence into passive voice. 

Mary kept her schedule meticulously. 

(A)Mary’s schedule was kept meticulously by her. 

(B)Keeping the schedule meticulously has been done by Mary. 

(C)Mary keeps meticulousness in her schedule. 

(D)Her schedule would be kept meticulously by Mary. 

9. I shall never speak to him ________ what he has said about me. (Supply with suitable preposition) 

(A)in    (B)for    (C)by   (D)after 

10. When he was young, he ________ swim very well. He won medals and championships! (Fill in the 

blank with suitable modal verb) 

(A)had to    (B)must   (C)could  (D)can 

11. Right now, ________ euro is stronger than _________ dollar. (Fill in the blanks with suitable articles) 

(A)the, the    (B)an, the   (C)the, a  (D)an, a 

12. I would like to ask __________ questions. (Fill in the blank with suitable determiner) 

(A)few    (B)a few   (C)the few  (D)none 

13. I _________ for twenty years this autumn. (Fill in the blank with suitable tense) 

(A)will be teaching   (B)will teach  (C)taught  (D)will have been teaching 

14. My grandfather cannot _________ past events. (Fill in the blank with suitable phrasal verb) 

(A)call up    (B)bring out  (C)bring up  (D)bring in 
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15. He has ________ him the makings of a good story writer. (Fill in the blank with suitable preposition) 

(A)in    (B)about   (C)from  (D)with 

  ANSWERS KEYS  

1 B 9 D 

2 A 10 C 

3 C 11 A 

4 A 12 B 

5 D 13 D 

6 B 14 C 

7 C 15 A 

8 A 

   

 

ALL THE POWER IS WITHIN YOU; YOU CAN DO ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING BELIEVE IN THAT; DON’T 

BELIEVE THAT YOU ARE WEAK. STAND UP AND EXPRESS THE DIVINITY WITHIN YOU”
 ******************************* 
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